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By Lois A. Bowers

T
imes seem rough for many seniors housing and care providers. 
The occupancy rate for assisted living in the second quarter 
was the lowest it has been since the National Investment Center 

for Seniors Housing & Care began reporting data in late 2005. And 
several surveys and anecdotal remarks this year have shown that a 
number of real estate investment trusts, developers and investment 
firms have cooled on skilled nursing.

In the big picture, however, these trends are short-term blips, not 
long-term doom for those who care for older adults or who back 
operators financially, according to several experts.

“While they may be going through a challenging period, both the 
senior living and skilled nursing sectors are fundamentally sound,” 
Green Street Advisors Senior Analyst Lukas Hartwich says. “In the 
case of senior living, people are actively making the decision to spend 
out-of-pocket — their own money — for the offering, which is strong 
evidence of its value in the eyes of the consumer. Meanwhile, skilled 
nursing’s role as a low-cost setting for high-acuity care makes for an 
attractive value proposition in the overall healthcare ecosystem.”

Providers are facing labor shortages, construction cost increases 

and other major issues that won’t 
disappear any time soon. “It’s 
hard to see that changing until 
we see some sort of economic 
slowdown,” Hartwich says.

Perhaps the biggest immediate 
matter facing senior living, how-
ever, experts say, is the supply 
pressure due to overbuilding in 
some markets in anticipation of 
the continued move-ins of mem-
bers of the Silent Generation and 
the impending arrival of the old-
est baby boomers (although at 72 
this year, those oldest boomers 
may be a few years away from 
becoming residents).

It’s not the f irst t ime the 
relat ively young senior l iv-
ing industry has experienced 

the overbuilding issue. Both 
Lawrence “Larry” Cohen, vice 
chairman and CEO of Capital 
Senior Living Corp., and Rob-
ert G. Kramer, NIC founder 
and strategic adviser, point to a 
similar period that began in the 
late 1990s and say the industry 
has reason to hope.

“As we saw with the overbuild-
ing in 1999 to 2003, eventually, 
all these buildings will fill,” 
Kramer says.

“The lesson learned,” accord-
ing to Cohen, “is to be patient 
and to manage expenses well. 
This industry has always been 
resilient.”

Unlike the 1990s, or even the 
economic recession of a decade 

Fundamentally sound?
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Big picture looks good, despite some recent setbacks



ago, Kramer says, demand for 
seniors housing remains strong 
today, despite challenges relat-
ed to oversupply, especially in 
assisted living and memory care.

Changes necessary
That current and future demand 
is enough to cause the NIC 
founder and others to remain 
bullish on seniors housing and 
care. But that doesn’t mean the 
industry won’t see changes. 
Indeed, experts say, for a healthy 
future, operators will need to 
cater to the evolving wants and 
needs of older adults, although 
how that catering manifests itself 
remains to be seen.

“We have to realize that we’re 
on the tail end of a first-genera-
tion product, and we’ve not yet 
really seen what the second-gen-

eration product will be,” Kramer 
says of senior living. Communi-
ties of the future will be shaped 
by new generational preferences, 
however, he adds.

Members of the Silent Gen-
eration, the generation preced-
ing the baby boomers, Kramer 
says, value safety, security and 
comfort, “so they accepted senior 
communities that were to a great 
extent isolating elders from the 
activity and connections of the 
rest of society.”

Baby boomers, on the other 
hand, want their lives to be more 
integrated with the surround-
ing community, he says. Seniors 
housing and care providers 
could address this desire with 
new buildings in more central 
locations, and in that case, some 
existing buildings could be repo-

sitioned at a lower price point 
or for a different type of care or 
service, Kramer says.

But changing preferences also 
will be addressed through new 
programming in existing build-
ings, he predicts. “In the commu-
nities of the future, residents, and 
therefore the communities, will 
be known by what the residents 
do, not just by what they did,” 
Kramer says.

Culture, education vital
To stay successful in the long 
term, Kramer predicts a greater 
emphasis on culture, which he 
calls “one of most important 
issues” in seniors housing and 
care.

“The successful companies are 
going to be differentiated on cul-
ture, because it’s their culture 
that’s going to enable them to get 
the employees to execute their 
strategies,” Kramer said. “With-
out that culture — and therefore, 
without those employees — you 
may have a great strategy, but you 
won’t be able to execute.”

Consumer educat ion and 
awareness are keys to a healthy 

future as well, believe Cohen, 
who recently announced his 
retirement, effective Jan. 1, and 
David Schless, president of the 
American Seniors Housing Asso-
ciation.

“In certain markets, there’s 
only so many people who have 
the need and the f inancia l 
wherewithal to move into some 
of these settings,” Schless says. 
“That being said, I’m still also a 
believer that the opportunity is 
there for the industry to increase 
the number of people who 
move into these communities. 
That’s a big part of the Where 
You Live Matters program that 
we’ve developed. We know we’re 
serving somewhere around 10 
percent of the population on a 
national basis. And we know 
that there are markets in the U.S. 
where we’re serving 20 percent 
— even more than 20 percent. 
So we’re very committed to try-
ing to help educate consumers 
and trying to dispel some of the 
misperceptions that people still 
have about what senior living is.”

Cohen agrees.
“There are many markets 
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“The lesson learned, is to be patient and to 
manage expenses well. This industry has 

always been resilient.”
Larry Cohen, Capital Senior Living Corp.

Members of the Silent Generation put a premium on security and comfort.

Baby boomers will bring different expectations to the sector.
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where we see a lot of supply, 
but that supply is still serving 
less than 5% of the age- and 
income-qualified senior,” he says. 
“There is the population that will 
be introduced to senior housing 
to fill those units, and I think as 
consumer awareness increases — 
and supply will increase aware-
ness — you’ll see that in most 
of these markets, properties will 
stabilize and then we’ll go to the 
other side of the pendulum, when 
hopefully there’s growth in the 
demographic and demand will 
outpace supply.”

Independent living, a strong 
performer over the past several 
years, according to NIC and 
other research, continues to be 
a potential growth area, Schless 
says. 

“There are some interest-
ing new product offerings out 
there that are more focused on 
independent living,” Schless says. 
“The senior population is very 
diverse, and to some extent, the 
industry has gravitated more 
toward serving frail seniors. So 
I think it’s a positive thing that 
we see some very interesting new 
models being built that are ori-
ented at serving people who are 
younger and more active. I’d be 
very interested to see how some 
of that new product works and 
how that evolves.”

The need still will exist for 
higher-acuity segments such 
as assisted living, however, he 
adds. “Obviously, that market 
is clearly there and clearly going 
to be there,” Schless says.

But be prepared for changing 
segment definitions and new 
names, Kramer advises.

Senior living communities, he 
says, “won’t be called senior com-
munities, because the boomers 
hate that word.”

And a new model of indepen-

dent living — “It won’t be called 
that.” — will serve people from 
their late 60s through their early 
80s, Kramer says.

“The model that’s going to 
serve boomers in the 70s, in 
terms of large scale, doesn’t 
exist yet,” he says. “There are 
tons of experiments going on, 
and many of them won’t even 
be age-restricted, or they’ll soft-
pedal the age restriction. What 
we know today as independent 
living, which is what assisted 
living was eight to 10 years ago; 
assisted living, which is what 
the SNF was 10 years ago; and 
SNF, which is what the medi-
cal-surgical unit of the hospital 
was five to 10 years ago — those 
models are all going to be part of 
integrated models of managing 
healthcare and creating quality 
of life for people with multiple 
chronic conditions, and in many 

instances, multiple activities of 
daily living needs and/or cogni-
tive impairment.”

Don’t forget about data
Whatever the offerings are 
called, providers will need to 
be prepared with data so they 
can solicit and accept referrals 
from other parts of the health-
care continuum, Kramer and 
Cohen say.

“We’re going to have to up our 
data game, because that’s the 
only way you can play in what I 
think will be this new world of 
value-based care,” Kramer says. 
“Ultimately, we’ll be involved in 
not only in personalized care, 
but personalized aging, which 
is all about quality of life and 
engagement, not just about 
healthcare.”

On the private-pay senior liv-
ing side, where operators aren’t 

necessarily beholden to Centers 
for Medicare & Medicaid Ser-
vices requirements, Cohen says, 
“We’ll have to create that data 
independently, working with 
our affiliations to come up with 
relevant data so you have a good 
baseline and measurement of 
outcomes to show there is quality 
of care at a lower cost for seniors 
living in senior housing than in 
alternative settings.”

Electronic medical records 
and electronic health records 
systems, both within senior liv-
ing communities and within col-
laborators such as hospitals and 
accountable care organizations, 
will be part of the solution, he 
says. 

“That’s a challenge but yet an 
opportunity to this industry to 
start to have better informa-
tion, better data so that we can 
understand hospitalizations, 
falls, illnesses and other issues 
happening there, to have a better 
understanding of the effective-
ness of the care that’s provided 
to residents in our communities,” 
Cohen says.

The opportunity to use those 
data will grow as demographics 
finally catch up with supply in the 
next year or two, the experts say.

“While the supply headwinds 
have been easing, they will likely 
continue to be a drag in 2019,” 
Hartwich says.

Cohen looks to the past for 
hope for the future.

“As I said, the business has 
always been resi lient, and I 
expect it will continue to be as 
we work through this time gap 
of the construction that occurred 
over the last few years,” he says. 
“NIC MAP shows that supply is 
coming down, and we know the 
demographic is growing and will 
grow much more rapidly, particu-
larly starting in 2020.” n
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“There are some interesting new product  
offerings out there.”

David Schless, American Seniors Housing Association

Culture will drive successful companies in the future, says the NIC’s  
Robert G. Kramer.
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Two SNF employees, police chief among dead in nursing home shooting • Senator: Standards for facilities accepting VA reimbursements need to change • Preventable hospitalizations down, nursing home quality steady, report finds • Provider to pay $2.4 million 
to settle HIPAA violation after naming patient in press release • State AGs call for more authority to investigate Medicaid abuse and neglect • Suit against SNF operator tossed for lack of proof company was directly involved in resident's care • White House meets 
on potential repeal of nursing home arbitration ban • Medicare Advantage beneficiaries less likely to use post-acute care, analysis finds • Lawmakers warn that HHS restricting their communications with Congress could hamper fraud, abuse investigations • Lawsuit 
seeks $1 million from SNF after employee took Snapchat video of resident • Playing favorites and workplace gossip hurt quality of care, providers charge • Sabra, Care Capital Properties to merge in $7.4 billion deal • SNF o� the hook for $790,000 in damages in 
fall case, court rules • Addiction group wants non-penal approaches for nurse substance abuse problems • State high court upholds class action status in understa�ng suit against SNF • CMS opioid strategy could keep palliative care patients from receiving 
therapy, expert says • Pollution can delay wound healing: study • IAD prevention cited as reason for more wound-care nursing • Researchers seek face-saving interventions • Skilled facilities don't skimp on hospice care, study finds • With Medicaid 'broken,' the 
fight will go to fraud, waste • Antibiotic programs on clock • Don't wait to train for emergencies: CMS • Readmission risk increased • Dementia drug use questioned • Unified pay by 2021: MedPAC • Providers challenge Verma on citations • Court dismisses AG's 
suit against Golden • SCOTUS sides with provider, won't take arbitration case • SNFs sold for $82 million • A surge for healthcare REITs after repeal-e�ort sputters • SNF employment: Does it mean life in slow lane? • Missing PBJ deadlines will lead to 'suppressed' 
star ratings, CMS warns • GOP healthcare bill passes House, drawing provider ire • States with higher elderly populations will have more open nursing slots to fill, report predicts • Study confirms: Blood infections in SNFs traced to contaminated syringes • DOJ: 
UnitedHealth ignored beneficiary conditions to bilk Medicare • 'Bundles' of prevention practices best to reduce UTI rates, review finds • Sea creature drug shows promise for Alzheimer's disease • Budget deal preserves $4 billion in funding for CMS, boosts HHS 
funds by $2.8 billion • Franken: Proposal to lift nursing home arbitration ban 'misguided' • Content with capped 1% increase, providers turn focus to quality aspects of pay rule • Court grants nursing home a win in appeal of $1 million medical negligence suit • 
Package of fentanyl sent to reporter traced back to nursing home • CMS proposes 1.0% Medicare raise for nursing homes • Providers need to 'beef up' abuse documentation ahead of QAPI deadline, expert stresses • Nursing home negligent in death of resident 
who fell into hot laundry water, state rules • More than one-fourth of SNF residents colonized with drug-resistant bacteria, analysis shows • SNF must reinstate, compensate employees fired prior to union vote, judge rules • Poor documentation crippling providers 
with Medicare denials, expert notes • Nursing home for inmates gets first-of-its-kind federal funding approval • Fiscal 2018 payment rules for SNFs, hospice on the way • Administration keeps up contraception fight with Little Sisters of the Poor • Provider hit with 
class action lawsuit over inaccurate background check report • GOP to hold o� on healthcare vote until assured new plan can pass • PA attorney general files appeal over Golden Living marketing case • Kindred may be eyeing sale along with skilled nursing exit • 
SNF employee charged with assault after spraying resident with hand sanitizer • Diet soda intake linked to stroke and dementia in study • SNF owner embezzled Medicaid funds to pay for strippers, gambling, pet care • Per-person Medicaid caps could cut funding 
for dual eligibles by $44 billion • States bolstering e�orts to fight Medicaid waste, fraud in wake of GAO report • Medicare Shared Savings Program cut PAC spending by 9%, study shows • Leave the cannoli: Healthcare workers more likely to have poor dietary 
habits • Strength training can boost seniors' muscle strength by 100%, warding o� falls • CMS told to crack down better on improper Medicaid payments • Hospice providers to pay $12.2 million to settle kickback allegations involving nursing homes • Oh, deer! 
Surprise visit from doe causes big-buck damage at nursing home • Study: Training SNF sta� to recognize residents' unmet needs helps cut antipsychotic use • Proposed hospital payment rule includes updates to readmission, HAC programs • SNF evacuations 
elevate mortality rate for residents, study finds • High court a�rms: State not responsible for warning residents in SNF that admitted sex o�ender • Provider consolidation may increase costs, cut quality, researchers tell lawmakers • Providers turning to telehealth 
to improve care quality, GAO report finds • Don't wait to train for emergencies: CMS • Two SNF employees, police chief among dead in nursing home shooting • Senator: Standards for facilities accepting VA reimbursements need to change • Preventable hospitaliza-
tions down, nursing home quality steady, report finds • Provider to pay $2.4 million to settle HIPAA violation after naming patient in press release • State AGs call for more authority to investigate Medicaid abuse and neglect • Suit against SNF operator tossed for 
lack of proof company was directly involved in resident's care • White House meets on potential repeal of nursing home arbitration ban • Medicare Advantage beneficiaries less likely to use post-acute care, analysis finds • Lawmakers warn that HHS restricting 
their communications with Congress could hamper fraud, abuse investigations • Lawsuit seeks $1 million from SNF after employee took Snapchat video of resident • Playing favorites and workplace gossip hurt quality of care, providers charge • Sabra, Care Capital 
Properties to merge in $7.4 billion deal • SNF o� the hook for $790,000 in damages in fall case, court rules • Addiction group wants non-penal approaches for nurse substance abuse problems • State high court upholds class action status in understa�ng suit 
against SNF • CMS opioid strategy could keep palliative care patients from receiving therapy, expert says • Pollution can delay wound healing: study • IAD prevention cited as reason for more wound-care nursing • Researchers seek face-saving interventions • 
Skilled facilities don't skimp on hospice care, study finds • With Medicaid 'broken,' the fight will go to fraud, waste • Antibiotic programs on clock • Don't wait to train for emergencies: CMS • Readmission risk increased • Dementia drug use questioned • Unified 
pay by 2021: MedPAC • Providers challenge Verma on citations • Court dismisses AG's suit against Golden • SCOTUS sides with provider, won't take arbitration case • SNFs sold for $82 million • A surge for healthcare REITs after repeal-e�ort sputters • SNF 
employment: Does it mean life in slow lane? • Missing PBJ deadlines will lead to 'suppressed' star ratings, CMS warns • GOP healthcare bill passes House, drawing provider ire • States with higher elderly populations will have more open nursing slots to fill, report 
predicts • Study confirms: Blood infections in SNFs traced to contaminated syringes • DOJ: UnitedHealth ignored beneficiary conditions to bilk Medicare • 'Bundles' of prevention practices best to reduce UTI rates, review finds • Sea creature drug shows promise 
for Alzheimer's disease • Budget deal preserves $4 billion in funding for CMS, boosts HHS funds by $2.8 billion • Franken: Proposal to lift nursing home arbitration ban 'misguided' • Content with capped 1% increase, providers turn focus to quality aspects of pay 
rule • Court grants nursing home a win in appeal of $1 million medical negligence suit • Package of fentanyl sent to reporter traced back to nursing home • CMS proposes 1.0% Medicare raise for nursing homes • Providers need to 'beef up' abuse documentation 
ahead of QAPI deadline, expert stresses • Nursing home negligent in death of resident who fell into hot laundry water, state rules • More than one-fourth of SNF residents colonized with drug-resistant bacteria, analysis shows • SNF must reinstate, compensate 
employees fired prior to union vote, judge rules • Poor documentation crippling providers with Medicare denials, expert notes • Nursing home for inmates gets first-of-its-kind federal funding approval • Fiscal 2018 payment rules for SNFs, hospice on the way • 
Administration keeps up contraception fight with Little Sisters of the Poor • Provider hit with class action lawsuit over inaccurate background check report • GOP to hold o� on healthcare vote until assured new plan can pass • PA attorney general files appeal over 
Golden Living marketing case • Kindred may be eyeing sale along with skilled nursing exit • SNF employee charged with assault after spraying resident with hand sanitizer • Diet soda intake linked to stroke and dementia in study • SNF owner embezzled Medicaid 
funds to pay for strippers, gambling, pet care • Per-person Medicaid caps could cut funding for dual eligibles by $44 billion • States bolstering e�orts to fight Medicaid waste, fraud in wake of GAO report • Medicare Shared Savings Program cut PAC spending by 
9%, study shows • Leave the cannoli: Healthcare workers more likely to have poor dietary habits • Strength training can boost seniors' muscle strength by 100%, warding o� falls • CMS told to crack down better on improper Medicaid payments • Hospice providers 
to pay $12.2 million to settle kickback allegations involving nursing homes • Oh, deer! Surprise visit from doe causes big-buck damage at nursing home • Study: Training SNF sta� to recognize residents' unmet needs helps cut antipsychotic use • Proposed hospital 
payment rule includes updates to readmission, HAC programs • SNF evacuations elevate mortality rate for residents, study finds • High court a�rms: State not responsible for warning residents in SNF that admitted sex o�ender • Provider consolidation may 
increase costs, cut quality, researchers tell lawmakers • Providers turning to telehealth to improve care quality, GAO report finds • Don't wait to train for emergencies: CMS • Two SNF employees, police chief among dead in nursing home shooting • Senator: 
Standards for facilities accepting VA reimbursements need to change • Preventable hospitalizations down, nursing home quality steady, report finds • Provider to pay $2.4 million to settle HIPAA violation after naming patient in press release • State AGs call for 
more authority to investigate Medicaid abuse and neglect • Suit against SNF operator tossed for lack of proof company was directly involved in resident's care • White House meets on potential repeal of nursing home arbitration ban • Medicare Advantage 
beneficiaries less likely to use post-acute care, analysis finds • Lawmakers warn that HHS restricting their communications with Congress could hamper fraud, abuse investigations • Lawsuit seeks $1 million from SNF after employee took Snapchat video of resident 
• Playing favorites and workplace gossip hurt quality of care, providers charge • Sabra, Care Capital Properties to merge in $7.4 billion deal • SNF o� the hook for $790,000 in damages in fall case, court rules • Addiction group wants non-penal approaches for nurse 
substance abuse problems • State high court upholds class action status in understa�ng suit against SNF • CMS opioid strategy could keep palliative care patients from receiving therapy, expert says • Pollution can delay wound healing: study • IAD prevention 
cited as reason for more wound-care nursing • Researchers seek face-saving interventions • Skilled facilities don't skimp on hospice care, study finds • With Medicaid 'broken,' the fight will go to fraud, waste • Antibiotic programs on clock • Don't wait to train for 
emergencies: CMS • Readmission risk increased • Dementia drug use questioned • Unified pay by 2021: MedPAC • Providers challenge Verma on citations • Court dismisses AG's suit against Golden • SCOTUS sides with provider, won't take arbitration case • SNFs 
sold for $82 million • A surge for healthcare REITs after repeal-e�ort sputters • SNF employment: Does it mean life in slow lane? • Missing PBJ deadlines will lead to 'suppressed' star ratings, CMS warns • GOP healthcare bill passes House, drawing provider ire • 
States with higher elderly populations will have more open nursing slots to fill, report predicts • Study confirms: Blood infections in SNFs traced to contaminated syringes • DOJ: UnitedHealth ignored beneficiary conditions to bilk Medicare • 'Bundles' of prevention 
practices best to reduce UTI rates, review finds • Sea creature drug shows promise for Alzheimer's disease • Budget deal preserves $4 billion in funding for CMS, boosts HHS funds by $2.8 billion • Franken: Proposal to lift nursing home arbitration ban 'misguided' 
• Content with capped 1% increase, providers turn focus to quality aspects of pay rule • Court grants nursing home a win in appeal of $1 million medical negligence suit • Package of fentanyl sent to reporter traced back to nursing home • CMS proposes 1.0% 
Medicare raise for nursing homes • Providers need to 'beef up' abuse documentation ahead of QAPI deadline, expert stresses • Nursing home negligent in death of resident who fell into hot laundry water, state rules • More than one-fourth of SNF residents colonized 
with drug-resistant bacteria, analysis shows • SNF must reinstate, compensate employees fired prior to union vote, judge rules • Poor documentation crippling providers with Medicare denials, expert notes • Nursing home for inmates gets first-of-its-kind federal 
funding approval • Fiscal 2018 payment rules for SNFs, hospice on the way • Administration keeps up contraception fight with Little Sisters of the Poor • Provider hit with class action lawsuit over inaccurate background check report • GOP to hold o� on healthcare 
vote until assured new plan can pass • PA attorney general files appeal over Golden Living marketing case • Kindred may be eyeing sale along with skilled nursing exit • SNF employee charged with assault after spraying resident with hand sanitizer • Diet soda 
intake linked to stroke and dementia in study • SNF owner embezzled Medicaid funds to pay for strippers, gambling, pet care • Per-person Medicaid caps could cut funding for dual eligibles by $44 billion • States bolstering e�orts to fight Medicaid waste, fraud in 
wake of GAO report • Medicare Shared Savings Program cut PAC spending by 9%, study shows • Leave the cannoli: Healthcare workers more likely to have poor dietary habits • Strength training can boost seniors' muscle strength by 100%, warding o� falls • CMS 
told to crack down better on improper Medicaid payments • Hospice providers to pay $12.2 million to settle kickback allegations involving nursing homes • Oh, deer! Surprise visit from doe causes big-buck damage at nursing home • Study: Training SNF sta� to 
recognize residents' unmet needs helps cut antipsychotic use • Proposed hospital payment rule includes updates to readmission, HAC programs • SNF evacuations elevate mortality rate for residents, study finds • High court a�rms: State not responsible for 
warning residents in SNF that admitted sex o�ender • Provider consolidation may increase costs, cut quality, researchers tell lawmakers • Providers turning to telehealth to improve care quality, GAO report finds • Don't wait to train for emergencies: CMS • Two 
SNF employees, police chief among dead in nursing home shooting • Senator: Standards for facilities accepting VA reimbursements need to change • Preventable hospitalizations down, nursing home quality steady, report finds • Provider to pay $2.4 million to 
settle HIPAA violation after naming patient in press release • State AGs call for more authority to investigate Medicaid abuse and neglect • Suit against SNF operator tossed for lack of proof company was directly involved in resident's care • White House meets on 
potential repeal of nursing home arbitration ban • Medicare Advantage beneficiaries less likely to use post-acute care, analysis finds • Lawmakers warn that HHS restricting their communications with Congress could hamper fraud, abuse investigations • Lawsuit 
seeks $1 million from SNF after employee took Snapchat video of resident • Playing favorites and workplace gossip hurt quality of care, providers charge • Sabra, Care Capital Properties to merge in $7.4 billion deal • SNF o� the hook for $790,000 in damages in 
fall case, court rules • Addiction group wants non-penal approaches for nurse substance abuse problems • State high court upholds class action status in understa�ng suit against SNF • CMS opioid strategy could keep palliative care patients from receiving 
therapy, expert says • Pollution can delay wound healing: study • IAD prevention cited as reason for more wound-care nursing • Researchers seek face-saving interventions • Skilled facilities don't skimp on hospice care, study finds • With Medicaid 'broken,' the 
fight will go to fraud, waste • Antibiotic programs on clock • Don't wait to train for emergencies: CMS • Readmission risk increased • Dementia drug use questioned • Unified pay by 2021: MedPAC • Providers challenge Verma on citations • Court dismisses AG's 
suit against Golden • SCOTUS sides with provider, won't take arbitration case • SNFs sold for $82 million • A surge for healthcare REITs after repeal-e�ort sputters • SNF employment: Does it mean life in slow lane? • Missing PBJ deadlines will lead to 'suppressed' 
star ratings, CMS warns • GOP healthcare bill passes House, drawing provider ire • States with higher elderly populations will have more open nursing slots to fill, report predicts • Study confirms: Blood infections in SNFs traced to contaminated syringes • DOJ: 
UnitedHealth ignored beneficiary conditions to bilk Medicare • 'Bundles' of prevention practices best to reduce UTI rates, review finds • Sea creature drug shows promise for Alzheimer's disease • Budget deal preserves $4 billion in funding for CMS, boosts HHS 
funds by $2.8 billion • Franken: Proposal to lift nursing home arbitration ban 'misguided' • Content with capped 1% increase, providers turn focus to quality aspects of pay rule • Court grants nursing home a win in appeal of $1 million medical negligence suit • 
Package of fentanyl sent to reporter traced back to nursing home • CMS proposes 1.0% Medicare raise for nursing homes • Providers need to 'beef up' abuse documentation ahead of QAPI deadline, expert stresses • Nursing home negligent in death of resident 
who fell into hot laundry water, state rules • More than one-fourth of SNF residents colonized with drug-resistant bacteria, analysis shows • SNF must reinstate, compensate employees fired prior to union vote, judge rules • Poor documentation crippling providers 
with Medicare denials, expert notes • Nursing home for inmates gets first-of-its-kind federal funding approval • Fiscal 2018 payment rules for SNFs, hospice on the way • Administration keeps up contraception fight with Little Sisters of the Poor • Provider hit with 
class action lawsuit over inaccurate background check report • GOP to hold o� on healthcare vote until assured new plan can pass • PA attorney general files appeal over Golden Living marketing case • Kindred may be eyeing sale along with skilled nursing exit • 
SNF employee charged with assault after spraying resident with hand sanitizer • Diet soda intake linked to stroke and dementia in study • SNF owner embezzled Medicaid funds to pay for strippers, gambling, pet care • Per-person Medicaid caps could cut funding 
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The Truth
It’s what we’re after



“From my per-
spec t ive,  t he 
m o s t  w i d e -
spread concern 
at  a  nat iona l 
level right now 
i s  dow nward 
pressures  on 
property occu-
p a n c i e s  a n d 
a s s o c i a t e d 
pressures  on 
rates and oper-
ating margins.  
Each market, however, has its 
own nuances and, as with any 
aggregate number, some markets 
buck the trend.  Given this, it’s 
important to benchmark metrics 
against national, regional and a 
narrower competitive set to help 
better understand the context 
of each portfolio’s or property’s 

performance.  
Additionally, 
for u m s  l i ke 
con ferences 
are helpful in 
understand-
ing how oth-
ers are coping 
w ith simi lar 
pressures and 
provide per-
spect ive and 
lessons learned 
from others. 

NIC fulfi l ls its mission as a 
non-profit 501(c)(3) by providing 
data, analytics and connections 
that bring together investors and 
providers.” 
— Brian Jurutka, president and 
CEO, National Investment Center 
for Seniors Housing & Care
Compiled by Marty Stempniak

“Unt i l  t h re e 
years ago, my 
advice to our 
members has 
been for them 
to become part 
of every pay-
ment network 
in their market. 
They needed to 
become the pre-
ferred referral 
source for every 
hospital, MCO, and ACO in their 
market. They did this by achiev-
ing superior quality results. Most 
payers focused on re-admit rates, 
Five-Star scores and length of stay. 
Providers who excelled at these 
metrics became favored and weath-
ered the occupancy challenges that 
have plagued the sector. That’s still 
good advice, but it’s not enough. 

Providers also 
need to explore 
and take on risk. 
Payment models 
have changed 
so dramatically 
that even great 
operators have 
become com-
modities. My 
adv ice is for 
our members 
to explore cre-

ating ISNPs, consider the Medi-
care Shared Saving plan, evaluate 
PACE and any other opportunities 
in their markets to benefit from the 
quality improvements they have 
made.”
— Mark Parkinson, president 
and CEO, American Health Care 
Association and National Center 
for Assisted Living 

“ W e  a r e 
n a v i g a t i n g 
u n c h a r t e d 
waters in many 
areas: payment 
reform, technol-
ogy and part-
nerships, not to 
mention emerg-
ing competition 
and a consumer 
population with 
markedly dif-
ferent preferences from prior cus-
tomers. Perhaps the most subtle, 
but significant, shift is a change in 
rules of power, as discussed in the 
book “New Power.” Old power 
models focus on compliance 
and consumption; new ones, on 
sharing, mobilizing, collaborating 
and cooperating. Aging services 
providers are challenged — daily 
— to partner and connect. We do 

this, even as we 
are constrained 
by old power 
models defined 
by regulatory 
structures and 
a s su mpt ions 
about aging and 
care. As new 
models ascend, 
LeadingAge’s 
c o m mu n i t y -
based members 

are well-positioned to thrive. Par-
ticipation and cooperation will be 
valued more. Rewards will go to 
those who share their own ideas, 
spread others’ and improve what 
already exists — all a natural 
evolution of where LeadingAge 
members have been and where 
we are headed.”
— Katie Smith Sloan, president 
and CEO, LeadingAge 

“W hat  mo s t 
k e e p s  o u r 
m e m b e r s 
awake at night 
is the state of 
our workforce. 
The ability to 
r e c r u i t  a n d 
grow a caring, 
profe s s iona l 
work force i s 
a competitive 
a d v a n t a g e . 
That requires a 
consistent strategy, starting from 
the top, to prioritize workforce 
development and to create a cul-
ture that nurtures employees. 
The advice I give to members is 
to set that expectation and then 
empower their staff — execu-
tive directors, supervisors and 
frontline staff included — to 
refer candidates, be advocates 

a t  s c h o o l s , 
mentor others 
and strive for 
greater leader-
ship. Argentum 
is encouraging 
m e m b e r s  t o 
ident i f y  a nd 
s h a r e  b e s t 
practices, and 
our new proj-
ects are helping 
senior l iv ing 
providers bet-

ter measure and address hiring, 
onboarding and retention. As 
we’ve built out these resources, 
we’ve seen exponential growth 
in engagement and buy-in from 
our members. It’s incredibly 
gratifying and lets us know we 
are on the right track.”
— James Balda, president and 
CEO, Argentum

Here’s what I’m telling my members ...
MARKET INSIGHT
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By John Hall

The new patient driven 
payment model, which 
the Centers for Medicare 

& Medicaid Services plans to 
implement next October, could 
revolutionize the way therapy ser-
vices are provided and paid for. It 
is the first major restructuring of 
the SNF Part A payment system 
since the agency implemented 
the current Resource Utilization 
Groups system in 1999.

The changes are so significant, 
some have speculated it could 
force smaller, independent pro-
viders to exit the business. Most 
say, “not so fast.”

“I would not characterize the 
new payment system as creat-
ing more of a challenge for 
independent operators than for 
larger organizations,” says Anne 
Tumlinson, CEO of Anne Tum-

linson Innovations, LLC. “This 
is a massive shift for everyone, 
and different sized organizations 
will face different challenges in 
getting ready.” Tumlinson said 
she believes that in some ways, 
smaller organizations are bet-
ter positioned because they are 
more nimble and flexible. “I’ve 
worked with two independent 
operators in creating our tools, 
and they are as prepared, if not 
better, than many of the larger 
organizations, where there’s a 
need to coordinate readiness 
across distinct lines of business 
operations.”

Others say that it’s a matter of 
adapting.

“The patients we treat today 
are the same as those we will 
treat under PDPM on Oct. 1, 
2019,” says Cynthia K. Morton, 
MPA, executive vice president 

of the National Association for 
the Support of Long-Term Care. 
“They have the same medical and 
rehabilitation therapy needs. It’s 
the rules of engagement that are 
changing from RUGS to PDPM.”

Financial experts like James 
Bodine, executive vice presi-
dent of HJ Sims, believe PDPM 
is yet another step in the con-
tinued evolution in post-acute 
and acute healthcare services 
and economics to a value-based, 
performance-based model. Says 
Bodine, “Value-based models 
such as PDPM are representative 
of the continuing ‘sea change’ in 
the healthcare landscape toward 
creating a more rational and eco-
nomically sustainable healthcare 
delivery model that balances the 
need for wide availability of qual-
ity care at competitive pricing/
cost and sustainable economics 

for all stakeholders.”
Morton said she believes pro-

viders should be cautious about 
making radical changes.

“PDPM does not mean provid-
ers can provide significantly less 
therapy,” she says. “Providers are 
still under the requirements to 
provide what the patient needs, 
and if the patient needs therapy 
as per the assessment, then the 
patient needs to receive it.”

Could PDPM disproportion-
ately affect smaller standalone 
facilities versus larger chains? 

That depends on how their 
business is aligned with the indus-
try, according to Patricia Boyer, 
MSM, NHA, RN, director of 
clinical services for Wipfli LLP.

“If they are dependent on a 
high level of therapy, the new sys-
tem will hurt them,” she says. “If 
they have higher nursing acuity 
needs, then it may help them. I 
think it’s critical that all facili-
ties re-evaluate their strategy for 
patient care going forward.”

Regardless of size, providers 
will need to be cognizant of prop-
erly and appropriately defining 
therapy needs across the scope of 
case complexity, accurately cap-
turing and reporting required 
data, and creating appropriate 
risk-sharing and operating and 
financial incentives between post-
acute and acute providers and 
payors, Bodine says.

In the end, the challenges lie 
not in a provider’s size but its 
level of clinical confidence and 
competence needed to deliver 
care to the most medically com-
plex patients, Tumlinson asserts. 
“We’ve been saying for a long 
time that SNFs deliver high value 
services to complex patients and 
now we get paid appropriately 
for these patients,” she adds. n

Bracing for what’s ahead

New rules of engagement are less 
than a year away.
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Skilled care preps for looming payment changes from CMS
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REITs deal with new market realities
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By John Hall

It’s difficult to say which trend 
was most impactful, but suf-
fice to say one or more of the 

following did influence much 
of the year-to-date buying and 
selling: a booming economy 
and tax reform; rising interest 
rates; sagging skilled facility 
census and reimbursements; 
and a regulatory environment in 
higher-than-normal flux. Along 
with the usual stressors like wage 
pressures and staff attrition.

One big takeaway: Skilled 
nursing facilities were begin-
ning to lose their appeal to the 
big buyers.

Among the bigger headline 
grabbers: Sabra Health Care 
REIT, which disposed of numer-
ous nursing homes and leased 
Genesis facilities. CEO Rick 
Matros referenced those proper-
ties’ high exposure in such trou-
blesome places as Texas. Another 
was Senior Housing Proper-
ties Trust — which reportedly 
announced earlier in the year it 
had turned its focus on acquisi-
tions of life science and medical 
office building segments.

Curtis King, senior vice presi-
dent of HJ Sims, believes rising 
capital costs were a major pain 
point for healthcare REITS. 
“These challenges led to a dispo-
sition of underperforming assets, 
recent concessions to many of 
REITs’ larger tenants in an effort 
to help with liquidity and solven-
cy issues and in some cases, the 
complete parting of relationships 
with troubled tenants.”

Meanwhile, Bill Kauffman, 
senior principal at the National 

Investment Center for Seniors 
Housing & Care, downplays any 
effort to describe 2018 as any-
thing other than normal in terms 
of buyer activity, describing the 
year as “somewhat quiet for the 
public REITs in the first half.

“After 2015 our data shows 
that the public buyers’ activity 
has decreased significantly,” 
Kauffman adds, noting that after 
registering $11.4 billion of closed 
volume in 2015, the public buyer 
category decreased to $3.6 bil-
lion in 2016, $4 billion in 2017 
and now $1.5 billion in the first 
half of 2018. “Many of the pub-
lic REITs have been net sellers 
in the seniors housing and care 
transaction market as of late, or 
simply not being as aggressive as 
a buyer then they were in 2014 
and 2015.”

Michael Gehl, chief invest-
ment officer for Housing & 
Healthcare Finance LLC, does 
not see much of an increase in 

cap rates even with REITs not 
being as aggressive buyers, “not 
because of the strong current 
fundamentals so much as the 
supply of capital outside of the 
public REITs in search of yield 
is keeping the cap rates where 
they are.”

King said one of the biggest 
surprises from his view is “the 
continued inflow of capital into 
the private-pay seniors hous-
ing industry given declines in 
occupancy across the board from 
significant supply growth.”

Kauffman parallels the eye-
brow-raising activity among pri-
vate buyers, calling that segment 
“the driver of activity. The total 
volume closed in the first half 
of 2018 across all buyer types 
was $5.1 billion,” he adds, “and 
the private buyer has been the 
most active participant so far, 
representing almost half of the 
closed volume with 45% of the 
total volume, closing $2.3 billion 

through the second quarter of 
2018, averaging over $1 billion 
a quarter.”

In gauging REITS’ continued 
interest in skilled care, experts 
are understandably mixed.

“For REITS that are predomi-
nantly skilled to begin with, like 
Omega and CareTrust, they are 
still interested,” Gehl adds. 
“However, folks like HCP and 
Ventas are out right now.”

Kauffman expressed confi-
dence that those public REITS 
entrenched in the skilled side 
wil l not lose interest at al l. 
“Cycles come and go, and some 
segments of the market can be 
more active than others during 
certain times,” he adds. “And 
as the skilled nursing business 
continues to evolve, along with 
the healthcare system as a whole, 
you will continue to see cycles 
play out and different buyers and 
sellers execute different strate-
gies over the years.” n

Rising capital costs are causing some REITs to take a closer look at their skilled care holdings.

Different players are responding to changing conditions in different ways

MARKET INSIGHT
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Staff report

As the National Invest-
ment Center for Seniors 
Housing & Care Fall 

Conference marks its 28th year, 
dealmaking remains a top priority.

That commitment will be read-
ily apparent when nearly 3,000 
industry leaders and stakehold-
ers gather at the Sheraton Grand 
Chicago to network, learn and, 
yes, drive new business.

With exclusive events for new 
attendees, all-day networking 
lounges, and networking recep-
tions, the Fall Conference cre-
ates an unrivaled marketplace 
for capital seekers and providers.
This year’s event, which will take 
place Oct. 17-19, promises to be 
bigger than ever.

Can we talk?
A relatively new addition to the 
festivities are NIC Talks. These 
eight to 12-minute TEDTalk-
style presentat ions feature 
experts from fields as diverse as 
healthcare, human resources, 
consumer technology and even 
improv. 

“We created NIC Talks to 
be part of our annual NIC 
Fall Conference as a means of 
sharing innovative ideas about 
aging in a unique and engaging 
format,” says Bob Kramer, NIC 
founder and strategic adviser, 
who will moderate the NIC 
Talks.  

This year’s talks will focus on 
the future of aging. Here are the 
scheduled speakers at topics: 
• Yoky Matsuoka, chief tech-

nology officer at Nest, will 
highlight the challenges of 

bui lding technology that 
seamlessly blends into the 
lives of elders.

 • Dwayne J. Clark, co-founder 

and CEO of Aegis Living, will 
spotlight the importance of 
creating a culture of innova-
tion based on the company 

workforce.
 • Susan Dentzer, CEO of the 

Network for Excellence in 
Health Innovation, will talk 
about “healthcare without 
walls” and how this trend 
affects health outcomes and 
the provider opportunities for 
seniors housing.

 • Kelly Leonard, executive vice 
president of The Second City, 
Chicago’s famed improv the-
ater, will share how improv 
techniques can be used to 
improve interactions with 
people with dementia and 
Alzheimer’s.

 • Chinwe Onyeagoro, presi-
dent & chief strategy officer 
for analytics firm Great Place 
to Work, will provide insights 
into how to create a high-trust, 
high-performing workplace 
culture that inspires a sense 
of purpose.

 • Lisa Marsh Ryerson, presi-
dent of the AARP Foundation 
and a noted expert on social 
isolation, will discuss loneli-
ness and its social and health 
effects on older adults.

 • Chetan Sharma, founder and 
CEO of Chetan Sharma Con-
sulting and one of the lead-
ing strategists in the mobile 
industry, will explore the idea 
of aging in place amid a sig-
nificant technological shift to 
“connected intelligence.”

• Bret Kinsella, editor and 
publ isher of Voicebot.a i  
and expert on voice-first 
technology, wil l focus on 
the applications of voice-
first technology for elders 
and their caregivers. n

Dealmaking, and a whole lot more

As the National Investment Conference marks its 28th year, dealmaking 
remains front and center. But that’s only part of the story.
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The NIC’s Fall Conference in Chicago promises to be bigger than ever this year

MARKET INSIGHT
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WEDNESDAY, 
OCT. 17

9  AM - 6:30 PM
Registration

Noon - 1:00 PM
First-time Attendee 

Power Hour

2:30 PM - 3:45 PM
Breakout Sessions

4:00 PM - 5 PM
Breakout Sessions

5:30 PM - 7 PM
Welcome Reception

THURSDAY,  
OCT. 18

7 AM - 5:30 PM
Registration

7 AM - 9 AM
Networking Breakfast

8 AM - 9:30 AM
Opening General 

Session

9:45 AM - 11 AM
Breakout Sessions

10:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Networking Break

11:15 AM - 12:30 PM
Breakout Sessions

12:30 PM - 2:00 PM
Conference Luncheon

2:30 PM - 3:45 PM
Breakout Sessions

3:45 PM - 4:15 PM
Networking Break

4 PM - 5:15 PM
Afternoon Session

4:15 PM - 5:15 PM
NIC Talks

5:30 PM - 7 PM
Networking Reception

FRIDAY, OCT. 19
7 AM - Noon
Registration

7 AM - 9 AM
Networking Breakfast

8:30 AM - 9:30 AM
Breakout Sessions

9:30 AM - 10 AM
Networking Break

9:45 AM - 10:45 AM
Breakout Sessions

11 AM - Noon PM
NIC Talks

SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE



When is the optimal time to adapt? 
Right now may be the best answer
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By Patrick McCormick, CPA

The halcyon days of assist-
ed living communities 
resembling comfy hotels 

and providing little more than 
social and residential programs 
for well-off residents is fading 
fast. Operators that hope to 
compete for customers down 
the road need to change their 
business models and, in particu-
lar, ramp up offerings for more 
healthcare services.

A pair of demographic forces 
are sparking this new thinking: 
tens of millions of baby boomers 
are expected to move into assist-
ed living communities starting 
in the mid-2020s. Tomorrow’s 
residents aren’t going to be like 
yesterday’s residents:
• They likely are going to be 

older than today’s average 
admission age of 85.

• They’re going to need a greater 
level of medical care.

• They’re going to have higher 
standards and be looking for 
facilities that meet their life-
style expectations.

• And they’re going to be paying 
for care not out of pocket, but 
increasingly via insurance or 
Medicare.

It may not look like it now, 
with vacancies today somewhat 
high across the industry — the 
occupancy rate was 85.2% in the 
second quarter of 2018 — but the 
bubble is coming. The time for 
the industry to adapt is now, not 
five years from now when more 
services and facilities are needed.

The good news is that the short 
to intermediate-term struggle 

to fill rooms may turn into an 
impetus for some communities 
to move away from their almost 
exclusive reliance on private-pay 
residents.

Communities that add medical 
services likely not only will have 
a larger universe of potential res-
idents and new revenue streams; 
they also will be able to move 
principally from simple private-
pay billing systems to more com-
plicated reimbursements from 
insurers and government pro-
grams such as Medicare.

This transition has been a long 
time coming.

Many people already believe 
that skilled nursing facilities 
look like hospitals, assisted 
living communities look like 
SNFs (but with pleasant lob-
bies and rooms with doors that 
close) and independent living 
communities look like the more 
recent assisted living centers, 

with residents in walkers and 
wheelchairs. Assisted living is 
poised to take on a more dramat-
ic shift in the care continuum 
by diversifying its payer stream 
and navigating the impending 
regulatory environment to take 
on a larger role of population 
health management.

Assisted living operators have 
begun working with health-
care providers in recent years, 
but we now have reached the 
tipping point in these part-
nerships. Indeed, learning to 
navigate healthcare systems 

and increasing levels of medical 
care coordination will be vital 
to maintaining and increasing 
revenue in this new era. The 
ability to do so very well may 
be the difference between com-
munities staying in the assisted 
living business long-term or not 
— especially with new players, 
such as managed care operators, 
also looking to enter the field.

With the baby boomer wave 
coming, the imperative for 
change is evident. The question 
is how big a shift the industry 
can make and how fast before 
new players come in to take over 
the marketplace. n

Operators that step up services can improve both care and the bottom line.

MY TURN
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Patrick McCormick, CPA, is a 
partner in Plante Moran’s senior 
care and living practice. He is 
based in the company’s Cleveland 
office.
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Minding the ‘gap’ — new strategies 
for creating affordable senior living
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By Michael D. Binette, AIA, NCARB

The boomers aren’t babies 
anymore, and with nearly 
75 million people nation-

wide at or approaching retire-
ment age, demand for senior 
housing is strong and only will 
increase.

But for so-called “gap seniors” 
— with moderate income and 
moderate care needs — cur-
rent housing models often are 
inadequate. These are people 
who need to transition toward 
aging-in-place environments 
or who require some level of 
daily assistance but not 24-hour 
skilled nursing care, and they 
can’t afford expensive senior or 
assisted living options but also 
don’t qualify for traditional low-
income housing.

Savvy developers, owners 
and operators see this need as 
an opportunity. In fact, prom-
ising models already are on the 
market. By tapping into trends 
in affordable and mixed-income 
housing, it’s possible to start to 
bridge what currently is being 
built and what actually is needed 
for gap seniors. Here are some 
strategies for creating value by 
serving the missing middle.

Bridge the gap between cost 
and services with affordable 
long-term residential care facili-
ties.

An emerging, and compelling, 
solution is the creation of long-
term residential care facilities, or 
RCFs, that use innovative state 
and local partnerships to offer 
affordable options for seniors 
while making their development 

more financially viable for own-
ers and operators.

Combo platter
Some states already are taking 
steps in this direction, combin-
ing care subsidies such as Med-
icaid with housing subsidies 
such as low-income housing 
tax credits. Indiana, for exam-
ple, is licensing a new 115-unit 
senior affordable assisted living 
community in Bloomington to 
house seniors who are eligible 
for Medicaid and who qualify 
for some level of assisted living 
services. Crucially, this project 
also received funding from low-
income housing tax credits and 
tax-exempt bonds from the Indi-
ana Housing and Community 
Development Authority. That 
means it’s easier for the develop-

ment team to serve seniors who 
earn less than 60% of the area 
median income.

Projects such as this one form 
a much-needed bridge between 
traditional Section 42/low-
income housing tax credit senior 
housing — which typically caps 
eligibility at 50% of area median 
income — and nursing home 
care. They also represent an 
ideal way to leverage a potent 
mix of incentive programs, in 
turn improving the owner’s abil-
ity to operate the facility as an 
affordable or mixed-income one.

By f i l l ing this intermedi-
ate space, the affordable RCF 
model helps alleviate the cost 
– for the both the provider and 
care recipient — of skilled nurs-
ing care for those who are still 
able to function somewhat inde-

pendently and are considered 
low-income. Many of these older 
adults currently seek housing in 
a Medicaid-subsidized nursing 
home facility, given the lack of 
any low- or moderate-income 
alternatives, although the ser-
vice levels are well beyond their 
actual needs.

The typical resident of an 
affordable RCF might be 75+ 
years in age and need some 
level of services to maintain 
independence, and there’s no 
doubt that market demand for 
this kind of project is significant. 
In Bloomington, approximately 
1,600 individuals 75 years of age 
or older and with some level of 
disability meet the income and 
assistance-with-daily-living 
requirements to l ive at the 
state-licensed community. That’s 

Although affluent seniors remain a prime target, they represent a small fraction of the overall market.
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nearly 10 times the number of 
available units. Clearly, this is a 
market with potential for senior 
or assisted living owners and 
operators. 

Those markets are strong 
throughout the country, too, and 
several other states are taking 
innovative steps to address the 
need for affordable care.

New Jersey, for example, 
offers a program called Man-
aged Long Term Services and 
Supports, which pays the cost 
of nursing home care for those 
unable to afford it. Crucially, 
there are no enrollment caps; if 
you need help and meet Medic-
aid requirements, then you can 
get assistance. What’s more, New 
Jersey also provides partial state 
funding for some assisted living 
facilities through the Congre-
gate Housing Services Program, 
which serves seniors who aren’t 
eligible for Medicaid.

Similarly, New York also offers 
innovative care subsidy programs 
for assisted living. One, the Man-
aged Long Term Care Waiver, 
provides assistance with nursing 
home-level services for those who 
don’t want to live in a nursing 
home; it can be used in a stan-
dard assisted living facility.

Another subsidy, the Assisted 
Living Program, pays for the 
full cost of services in licensed 
assisted living facilities through-
out the state.

Here’s a statistic worth consid-
ering: Approximately 5,500 units 
are licensed through the ALP 

in assisted living communities 
across New York. State of� cials 
have expressed a commitment to 
creating up to 6,000 more avail-
able slots in the ALP program.

It’s a great opportunity for 
policymakers and care providers 
alike to step up. Just imagine how 
many more units might get built 
in New York if care subsidies 
such as the ALP combined with 
LIHTC or similar tax programs 
to incentivize more construction 
of affordable RCFs.

Similarly, consider how many 
people could bene� t nationwide 

if more states adopted forward-
thinking programs like New 
York’s, especially as states like 
Massachusetts see their over-60 

populations becoming larger 
than their under-20 populations.

The growth of these innovative 
care subsidies ultimately illus-
trates the importance of afford-
able RCF projects. By taking 
advantage of various state and 
federal � nancing mechanisms 
to build strategically located new 
facilities, senior or assisted liv-
ing providers are placing them 
where they matter most. That 
means closer to where seniors 
have lived and worked, helping 
ease the transition, and trans-
lating to increased visitations 
from family and friends. It also 
means providing more, and 
better, options in areas where 
alleviating the costs of care and 
addressing lower-income hous-
ing need are vital concerns.

These kinds of affordable solu-
tions are important for commu-
nities across the United States, 
and every state should consider 
implementing some form of com-
bined care and housing subsidy. 
By filling these gaps, owners, 
operators and legislators create 
value for everyone. ■

Michael  D.  B inet te,  A I A, 
NCARB, is vice president and 
principal of The Architectural 
Team, Inc. (TAT), a Boston-based 
� rm with more than 45 years of 
national expertise in planning 
and design for senior and assisted 
living, adaptive reuse and historic 
preservation, and affordable 
housing projects.

“These kinds of a� ordable solutions 
are important for communities across 

the United States.”

Private- and public-sector approaches to more a� ordable senior living are 
on the rise.
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Bridge-to-HUD options 
long have been viewed as  
popular viable and valu-

able tools that allow senior living 
owner-operators needed time and 
money for things such as acquir-
ing or renovating a property or 
cashing out equity.

“Bridge-to-HUD financing 
is a product utilized by owner-
operators to procure temporary 
mortgage loan � nancing, tradi-
tionally obtained through banks, 
giving operators time to stabilize 
their operations and qualify for 
a HUD-insured loan by meeting 
� nancial milestons, such as debt 
service coverage, loan-to-value 
ratio and other criteria,” says 
Tami Antebi, � rst vice president, 
BHI healthcare.

Why are bridge-to-HUD loans 
so popular now? BHI’s bridge-to-
HUD � nancing allows operators 
to borrow money at competitive 
market rates for two to four years, 
although longer terms are avail-
able.

“Given both macroeconomic 
and microeconomic factors, such 
as rising interest rates, upcoming 
changes in the reimbursement 
methodology, slight compression 
in occupancy levels in some mar-
kets, and regulatory and political 
uncertainty, HUD-insured loans 
are a very appealing option for 
operators with stabilized � nan-
cial performance who are seeking 
a long-term, fixed interest rate 

and non-recourse loan,” says 
Steven Caligor, BHI executive 
vice president, healthcare and 
commercial real estate. 

Caligor stresses conventional 
HUD financing requires dili-
gence and a great deal of plan-
ning and patience. Prospective 
borrowers often choose this type 
of short-term vehicle because 
HUD loan applications can take 
as long as six to nine months to 
complete, he adds. 

Upsides and downsides
Prospective borrowers should 
understand the process and rules 
before taking the leap.

For example, BHI provides 
bridge-to-HUD � nancing primar-
ily under three scenarios:
• Operators acquiring a new asset 

that may include a turnaround 

or stabilization component;
• Operators who need to own a 

facility for a certain duration 
before applying; or

• Operators who have owned 
the facility for a given period 
of time, and with it now stabi-
lized, seek to maximize their 
leverage position. 
“This sometimes includes a 
recapitalization and cash-out
component, which HUD has
speci� c rules about,” Antebi
explains.

Upsides include:
• Competitive advance rates, 

including subordinated and 
mezzanine debt.

• Flexible terms that allow bor-
rowers lower monthly pay-
ments to service debts.

• Limited guarantee structures 

or at times burn downs/burn 
offs based on the strength of 
the operations and other � nan-
cial milestones.

• Possible earn-out options that 
allow borrowers the opportu-
nity to obtain additional fund-
ing proceeds upon reaching 
certain � nancial milestones. 

Among the downsides:
• Strict underwriting and com-

pliance standards for each loan 
request. 

• Relationship-driven banks, 
including BHI, predicate 
underwriting on the “strength 
of the sponsor.” Thus, some 
newer operators seeking ini-
tial bank � nancing may � nd 
it prohibitive. 

 Says Antebi, “Our ability to 
maintain direct relationships 
with nursing home opera-
tors, as well as HUD lending 
partners, provides a unique 
opportunity for BHI. Our 
client service is high touch.” ■

This material has been prepared 
for informational purposes only. 
It does not constitute an offer, 
and should not be relied on for 
tax, legal, or accounting advice. 
Bank Hapoalim and its affili-
ates do not provide tax, legal, or 
accounting advice. Consult your 
own tax, legal, and accounting 
advisors before engaging in any 
transaction.

BHI is a registered service mark 
of Bank Hapoalim B.M. Member 
FDIC. Deposit accounts offered 
by the New York Branch are fully 
insured by the FDIC to the maxi-
mum extent permitted by law. 
Deposit accounts offered by the 
Americas Tower Branch and Plaza 
Branch are not FDIC insured.
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Tried and true bridge-to-HUD fi nancing remains a popular tool.

EXCLUSIVE SPONSOR

MANAGER’S TOOLBOX: 
BRIDGE-TO-HUD 

FINANCING

Bridge-to-HUD fi nancing remains a popular tool
Many operators are enticed by an option that delivers funding aid while federal funding is pending
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MANAGER’S TOOLBOX:
BRIDGE-TO-HUD FINANCING



Steven Caligor
Executive Vice President
(212) 782 2176
SCaligor@bhiusa.com

Tami Antebi 
First Vice President
(212) 782 2158
TAntebi@bhiusa.com

Michael Patten
Vice President
(212) 782 2251
MPatten@bhiusa.com

With an aging population and greater demands on our nation’s senior 
care and skilled nursing facilities, you need a relationship manager 
who understands the many challenges you face every day — increased 
regulations, rising occupancy levels and falling reimbursement rates, to 
name a few.

At BHI, we use our depth of experience and business insights to 
structure loans that are well suited to our client’s needs. We strive to 
always be professional, responsive and a reliable funding partner and 
above all, seek long term relationships where we can add value.

Contact our Healthcare Finance Group today to learn more about our 
products and how we can help you.

BHI is a registered service mark of Bank Hapoalim B.M. Member FDIC. Deposit accounts offered by the New York 
Branch are fully insured by the FDIC to the maximum extent permitted by law.  Deposit accounts offered by the 
Americas Tower Branch and Plaza Branch are not FDIC insured.
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EXCLUSIVE SPONSOR

MANAGER’S TOOLBOX: 
 MEZZANINE FINANCING

By John Hall

R
egardless of economic 
conditions, senior living 
owner-operators should 

never underestimate the flex-
ibility that mezzanine � nancing 
provides.

Part of its attractiveness is the 
ability to structure a mezzanine 
loan as debt or equity, as needed, 
making it a useful tool for bridg-
ing � nancing gaps or making the 
overall capital structure more ef� -
cient, says Curtis King, senior vice 
president at HJ Sims.

The most typical form of mez-
zanine � nancing is straight sub-
ordinate debt that may or may not 
be secured by a second mortgage. 
“Most likely, the debt is secured 
by a pledge of the ownership 
interests of the entity that owns 
the project,” King adds.

In the nursing home setting, 
some state regulations either limit 
debt or require certain minimum 
equity contributions. 

In such cases, mezzanine � nanc-
ing, in the form of preferred 
equity, is often used. 

“This form of preferred equity 
can look and act like debt, and it 
often has a required minimum 
annual return, essentially debt 
interest, and may have minimum 
repayment obligations, which are 
the equivalent of principal debt 
payments,” King explains. 

Moreover, there often is a “put 
feature” that allows the investor 
or lender to put the investment 
back with the owner on a certain 
date, much like a � nal maturity. 

If required payments are not 
made, then the preferred equity 
investor usually will have the right 
to foreclose on the common equi-
ty’s ownership interests, much 
like a mortgage in a debt setting.

“Due to general market uncer-
tainty, increasing interest rates, 
oversupply concerns for senior 
living and industry headwinds 
facing the skilled nursing indus-
try, senior lenders have pulled 
back on leverage and instituted 
more restrictive covenants,” King 
says. 

In turn, borrowers increasingly 
have turned to mezzanine � nanc-
ing to � ll a portion of the “capital 
stack,” a term King says is used to 

describe all of the components of 
the � nancing of a project.

Why has mezzanine � nancing 
become so popular? According 
to King:
• It is less expensive than equity 

alternatives.
• Mezzanine capital has favor-

able covenants to senior loan 
� nancing.

• Lenders can be � exible with 
items such as principal pay-
ments and recourse.

• Mezzanine � nancing can lever-
age a borrower’s resources, 
allowing them to grow their 
business with less equity 
investment.

Upsides and downsides
The upsides of mezzanine debt: 
With so many skilled nursing 
providers now focused on value-
add and distressed acquisitions, 

mezzanine debt is an ideal � t for 
capital providers in need of lever-
aging of equity returns because it 
allows operators to � nance larger 
or a higher number of acquisi-
tions with the same amount of 
equity, according to King.

A large portion of mezzanine 
� nancing is debt, and it is heavily 
controlled by the priorities of cash 
� ows and some covenants, which 
still often are less restrictive than 
senior debt covenants. It is also 
more expensive than senior debt, 
King says.

A look forward
“In the form of preferred equity, 
mezzanine debt has increasingly 
been used for senior living devel-
opment as construction lenders 
have pulled back on proceeds,” 
he adds. 

“In recent years, with cap rates 
at historical lows, mezzanine 
� nancing has not been utilized 
for stabilized senior living acqui-
sitions. Higher leverage � nancing 
structures have not made sense 
given that the spread between cap 
rates and senior loan interest rates 
are narrower,” he adds.

Going forward, however, King 
predicts mezzanine � nancing will 
become an increasingly feasible 
financing source for stabilized 
senior living properties. “If the 
cap rate and senior loan inter-
est rate spread increases, or the 
credit spread for mezzanine capi-
tal decreases, it may once again 
become a feasible,” he says.

“For organizations seeking to 
leverage their existing resources, 
substitute common equity with a 
less expensive alternative or buy 
down recourse or covenants, it 
makes sense to reach out to a 
mezzanine lender,” King notes. ■

Mezzanine fi nancing remains a fl exible option for many operators.

Debt and equity: Two sides of mezzanine funding
This � exible � nancing option has earned its stripes in every kind of economic climate
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Sims Mortgage Funding is a wholly owned subsidiary of HJ Sims.  Member of FINRA ,SIPC.

Creatively Able to Structure and Execute:
Mezzanine and Subordinate Loans, Preferred Equity, Sims HUD PlusSM, 
High-Leverage First Mortgages, FHA-Insured Loans

 n Higher leverage
 n Flexible structure

 n Non-recourse financing
 n Trusted partner

Sims is the Right Capital Provider

hjsims.com

Curtis King
Senior Vice President, HJ Sims
512.519.5003
cking@hjsims.com

simsmortgage.com

Anthony Luzzi
President, Sims Mortgage Funding
201.307.9383
aluzzi@simsmortgage.com

UNIQUE.
Your capital needs. 
Our can-do approach.



2,100 closed transactions in excess of $20 
billion, $6 billion in mortgage servicing, 
30+ years debt underwriting, dedicated 
M&A team, loan syndications and 
placements, bridge loan funding, taxable 
and tax-exempt bonds, Fannie Mae  
Seniors Housing Program equity 
financing for new development
and       acquisitions     proprietary     
sale-leaseback financing, leading  
HUD LEAN lender, approved USDA  
lender, trading desk with 80 years of  
experience,  balance sheet lending, focused 
on seniors housing and care since 1988.  

Speak with a professional today

lancasterpollard.com | (866) 611-6555

  Perspective Matters

We listen. We evaluate. We deliver. 

Lancaster Pollard is a subsidiary of  ORIX USA, a division of  leading international financial 
services group ORIX Corporation. Lancaster Pollard Mortgage Company is a Fannie Mae/
GNMA/HUD-FHA/USDA approved lender. Lancaster Pollard & Co., LLC is a registered 
securities broker/dealer with the SEC and a member of  FINRA, MSRB & SIPC.



Lancaster Pollard
 
Company Profile

Formed in 1988, Lancaster Pollard has maintained a 
30-year focus on the seniors housing and long-term 

care sector. Lancaster Pollard helps 
healthcare and senior living providers 
expand and improve their services by 
delivering a full range of investment 
banking, mortgage banking, private 

equity, balance sheet financing and M&A advisory ser-
vices. The firm consists of four affiliated companies: 
Lancaster Pollard & Co. LLC provides debt underwrit-
ing, debt placement and syndication and M&A advisory 
services. Lancaster Pollard Mortgage Company LLC 
provides mortgage insurance and loans through govern-
ment agencies and is a Fannie Mae/GNMA/HUD-FHA/
USDA-approved lender. Lancaster Pollard Finance Co. 
LLC provides balance sheet financing. The Propero™ 
Seniors Housing Equity Fund LLC provides equity 
financing for the new development and acquisition of 
seniors housing and care properties. The firm’s home 
office is in Columbus, OH, with regional banking offices 
in Atlanta; Austin, TX; Chicago; Denver; Kansas City, 
KS; Minneapolis; Newport Beach, CA; Philadelphia; 
and San Francisco. 
 
Our Philosophy
We work hard to thoroughly understand our clients’ 
needs and risk tolerance, and we perform the most com-
prehensive qualitative and quantitative assessment in the 
business. We simplify complicated processes so you can 
understand every option and make the most informed 
decision on a capital financing strategy that best serves 
your needs. Lancaster Pollard’s associates:
• Are knowledgeable and highly experienced in the 

broadest platform of funding solutions, resulting in 
delivery of unbiased and comprehensive information 
to foster well-informed client funding decisions

• Maintain state-specific geographic coverage to foster 
awareness of local market activities and regulatory, 
licensure and reimbursement matters

• Are active contributors on the Committee on Health-
care Financing and the Mortgage Bankers Associa-
tion’s Section 232 Working Group

 
What We Offer
Lancaster Pollard & Co. is an independent firm and is 
not pressured to push a particular financial instrument 
or outcome. We provide unbiased recommendations to 

help you select the most appropriate course of action to 
help you meet your financial and business objectives.

Our independence allows us to consider every viable 
option. Clients have significantly altered their courses 
of action after we have had a thorough discussion about 
all of their financial options, which include:
• Acquisition financing & equity recapitalization
• Sale-leaseback financing
• Mergers & acquisitions
• Agency financing
• Loan syndications and placements
• Public bond offerings

Lancaster Pollard’s knowledgeable associates:
• Are supported by one of the largest groups of under-

writers and analysts to achieve successful and timely 
outcomes while minimizing the “burden” on our 
client’s executive leadership

• Offer more options, flexibility and streamlined pro-
cesses because our investment banking and mortgage 
banking services are under one roof

• Diligently negotiate the best and most flexible terms 
possible in the current marketplace

 
A Successful Partnership
Lancaster Pollard bridges the gap between capital and 
our clients to help them achieve their goals. We do this 
by leveraging our collaborative culture to provide excep-
tional customer service, innovative financial solutions 
and meaningful long-term partnerships.

FastFacts
Website: www.lancasterpollard.com
Sales/Marketing contact: Kass Matt
Title: President
Phone: (866) 611-6555
E-mail: kmatt@lancasterpollard.com
Fax: (614) 224-8805
Address:  65 East State Street, 16th Floor,  
Columbus, OH 43215

Eligible properties:  n  CCRC      n  Skilled nursing     
n  Assisted living     n  Retirement communities     
n  Congregate care     n  Hospital     n  Rehab hospital     
n  Medical office

Options:  n  Construction     n  Substantial rehab      
n  Acquisition     n  Refinance     n  Exit    

Product base:  n  Bridge Loans     n  Equity Financing    
 n  Fannie Mae     n  FHA/HUD     n  M&A Advisory     
n  Syndications     n  Term loans 
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We personally empower you and your team to be the best.

We get to know you and your residents and deliver customized 
pharmacy solutions that meet the needs of your individual community.

We treat you and your residents with honesty, respect, and kindness.

So that together, we can provide the best, personal service to those 
who matter most: our mothers and fathers, grandparents and friends.

THEY TRUST YOU TO
BE THEIR GUARDIAN.

YOU CAN TRUST US
 TO BE YOURS.SM

888 .535 .4779  |  GUARD IANPHARMACY.NE T  |  ANSWERS@GUARD IANPHARMACY. N E T



Guardian Pharmacy Services
 
Company Profile

Guardian Pharmacy Services is one of the fastest-growing 
long-term care pharmacy companies in the U.S., provid-

ing a wide range of services to assisted 
living communities, skilled nursing 
homes, CCRCs and behavioral health 
groups through our national network 
of pharmacies.

We conduct business according to the Golden Rule, 
treating our customers, residents and each other fairly 
and honestly. Guardian’s commitment to excellence and 
to provide outstanding customer service defines our 
corporate character and inspires us every day. 
 
What We Do
Guardian pharmacies work hard to understand each 
customer and the specific needs of their community.  We 
develop meaningful relationships with community staff, 
residents and families to create fine-tuned, customized 
pharmacy solutions that ensure safety, accuracy and 
resident satisfaction.
 
Our Mission
Guardian aims to personally empower our customers 
with the resources they need to provide the best service 
to their residents. We maintain the highest level of service 
and sensitivity required to meet the individualized needs 
of each community.
 
The Guardian Way
Guardian Pharmacy Services has a unique business model 
that allows us to offer both the personalized services of a 
local pharmacy and the resources of a large corporation.

Each Guardian Pharmacy is vested with ownership 
and the authority to make day-to-day decisions at the 
local level.  Assisting our pharmacies is the corpo-
rate Guardian Pharmacy Services team in Atlanta, 
who provide support in areas such as Accounting, IT, 
Recruiting, etc.  This support allows the local pharmacy 
team to focus on customers and the specific needs of 
their market. 

We believe this business approach leads to better 
customer service, greater accuracy, and efficiency of 
medication distribution.

 
What We Offer

Clinical Support
Guardian streamlines processes and helps integrate mul-
tiple eMAR/eHAR technologies to make sure medication 
management is efficient and error-free.

Our pharmacies regularly meet with community staff 
through on-site visits, and host continuing education 
and training courses to help lower the risk of medication 
error and enhance the level of resident care. 

Simplified Billing
Medication billing can be challenging for any long-term 
care provider, but it doesn’t have to be.  All billing, dis-
pensing, consulting and customer service are handled 
by the local pharmacy, not from a remote hub — no 
frustrating 800 numbers.  

We educate residents and families on Medicare Part 
D plans that best fit their needs and help reduce costs.  
From pre-authorizations and noncovered medications to 
the “donut hole,” our local experts take the extra steps 
and make the extra time to ensure there are no billing 
issues or questions.

Seamless Pharmacy Transition
Guardian offers hands-on support to new customers 
making a pharmacy switch.  We work hard to ease the 
transition process by coordinating timelines that reduce 
burden on the community and save staff time.

FastFacts
Website: www.guardianpharmacy.net
Phone: (888) 535-4779
E-mail: answers@guardianpharmacy.net
Address:  171 17th Street, Suite 1400,
Atlanta, GA  30309

Servicing:  n  CCRC      n  Skilled nursing     
n  Assisted living     n  Memory care           
n  Retirement communities     
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The ability to connect to other 
providers is vital. 

 
It doesn’t have to be hard.

Shawn Clark
Corporate Director of 
Strategic Implementation 
and Technology Services
Blakeford

As long-term care becomes increasingly integrated, those who
can’t connect are increasingly left out. Factor in the narrowing
of referral networks and it’s clear that the ability to integrate
your system with other provider systems is critical.

MatrixCare’s platform exchanges information with other
systems more than 3 million times every day. Our full suite
of connected — and connectable — software solutions not only
helps you operate more effi ciently and effectively, it puts you in
the best possible position to succeed as the LTPAC world evolves.

We wanted to be able to 
put a resident in the system 
one time, admit them one 
time, and have them fl ow 
naturally through the system 
from marketing all the way 
through to skilled care.
MatrixCare came to the top 
of the heap.”

“

®

Integrated Care. Better Outcomes.

Ranked Best in KLAS for 
Long-Term Care Software

© 2018 MatrixCare. All rights reserved.

Find out how MatrixCare’s interoperability can 
help you grow your referral network:

Visit MatrixCare.com/connectedM 
or call 866-469-3766 today.

McKnight’s LTC_Connected_Enterprise_ad.indd   1 7/18/18   2:24 PM



MatrixCare
 
Company Profile
MatrixCare solutions have powered long-term care for 
over 30 years. Today MatrixCare is the largest U.S.-based 

LTPAC technology provider and 
the first to offer a true full-spectrum 
solution that is used in more than 
13,000 facility-based care settings 
and 2,500 home care and home 

health agencies. Ranked best in KLAS for Long-Term 
Care Software in 2017 and 2018, MatrixCare’s solu-
tions are designed specifically to help skilled nursing 
and senior living providers, life plan communities, and 
home health and hospice organizations prosper as we 
migrate to a fee-for-value healthcare system. Through 
our CareCommunity care coordination and population 
health management platform, we are also able to offer 
the industry’s first solution for helping diversified LTPAC 
operators deliver superior care and better outcomes 
across the full spectrum of care.  
 
Our Philosophy
MatrixCare’s philosophy is to deliver solutions that will 
help our clients be the most valuable provider in the 
healthcare networks strategic to their success. In the 
rapidly changing healthcare landscape, high-growth 
provider organizations require HIT solutions that not 
only meet their needs today, but position them to meet the 
regulatory, interoperability and scalability requirements
of tomorrow.  
 
What We Offer
The MatrixCare architecture for long-term care includes 
product suites to help providers deliver person-centered 
care while maintaining high occupancy rates, maximiz-
ing revenues, reducing readmissions, and integrating 
with partners and physicians across the entire spectrum 
of care. MatrixCare delivers the elements necessary to 
successfully provide value-based care: enterprise-wide 
clinical decision support, interoperability, sophisticated 
data analytics, enterprise business intelligence and highly 
scalable technology to service thousands of facilities with 
a low total cost of ownership. Built on the Microsoft 
Azure hypercloud, MatrixCare solutions provide the tools 
necessary to compete and thrive in the LTPAC market. 
MatrixCare delivers superior service to its clients, result-

ing in better business outcomes for their organizations. 
MatrixCare is the only true full-spectrum solution that 
provides:
• Integrated, real-time analytics for an organization-wide 

view of outcomes and the cost of care
• Embedded Clinical Decision Support driven by 

evidence-based best practices and industry-accepted 
protocols

• CareCommunity™ — Innovative care coordination 
tools to drive care team engagement and produce better 
outcomes across the entire spectrum of care

 
A Successful Partnership
Ranked best in KLAS for Long-Term Care Software in 
2017 and 2018 by our customers, MatrixCare values 
our client partnerships and actively engages with them 
to ensure we continue to be their technology provider 
of choice. We strive to actively listen to our clients and 
serve as a trusted partner and advisor.

FastFacts
Website: www.MatrixCare.com
Sales/Marketing contact: Edward D. Scott
Title: Sr. Vice President of Enterprise Solutions
Phone: (847) 920-8876
E-mail: Ed.Scott@MatrixCare.com
Fax: (952) 995-9735
Address: 10900 Hampshire Avenue S,  
Bloomington, MN 55438

Eligible properties:  n  CCRC      n  Skilled nursing     
n  Assisted living     n  Retirement communities      
n  Congregate care    n   Home Care
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Say hello to dedicated 
pharmacy care.
Every member of our team makes it their priority to bring 
you the heartfelt service you deserve with the cost 
savings and pharmacy solutions you need, so you can 
focus on quality care for your residents.

Get to know us at Omnicare.com

D13453_Omnicare_McKnights_7.75x10.5_Final.indd   1 12/8/17   3:27 PM



Omnicare, a CVS Health company
 
Company Profile

Omnicare, a CVS Health company, is an industry-leading 
long-term care pharmacy services provider focused on 

supporting community residents 
and staff throughout the contin-
uum of care. You value the health 
of your residents and patients. And 
we value it, too. With us, you can 
expect customized expertise and 

benefits, superior medication availability, comprehensive 
infusion therapy for acute care patients, advanced digital 
tools and guidance through state and federal regulations 
to keep your community compliant — all while helping 
control costs. No matter the need, you can rely on us to 
deliver specialized, quality services so you can devote 
your time to providing excellent care. 
 
Our Mission
We are a pharmacy innovation company with a simple 
and clear purpose: Helping people on their path to bet-
ter health. 
 
Our Philosophy
As your partner, we’ll work to provide value, resolve 
issues and cover the details so you can focus on giving 
the best care to your residents. Just like you, they want 
to feel in control of their care, and that’s why we’re 
here for you and your residents whenever you need us. 
You can take comfort in knowing whenever questions 
or concerns arise, we’re always accessible. Let us show 
you how our personal touch sets us apart. 
 
What We Offer
Pharmacy Solutions delivered with care. Omnicare is a 
national provider of long-term care pharmacy services 
delivering more than 100 million prescriptions a year to 
post-acute and senior living customers nationwide. We’re 
committed to building strong, consultative partnerships 
with you, so that together we can successfully support 
each member of your community. 
Our pharmacy solutions include:

• 24/7/365 access
• Suite of cost containment programs
• Consultant pharmacists
• Comprehensive Infusion Therapy program
• Advanced digital tools

• Daily delivery
• Medication reviews
• Specialized packaging
• Compliance management
• Medicare Part D plan finder tools

 
Geriatric Experts
Recognizing that seniors have unique medication needs 
and requirements, Omnicare pharmacists specialize in 
geriatric pharmacy. Our specially trained pharmacists 
provide medication therapy reviews in order to identify 
potential drug interactions and provide alternative drug 
recommendations.  
 
Pharmacy Automation
Our in-pharmacy automation selects and seals medica-
tions in specialized packaging, ensuring accuracy and 
safety in administration at the facility. This state-of-the-art 
system offers another level of resident safety by dispens-
ing medications more accurately and reducing time spent 
on correcting errors, helping your community avoid risk 
and keeping your community’s residents safer. 
 
A Successful Partnership
We’re ready to partner with your facility today. Visit 
omnicare.com or call 1-888-545-6664 to learn more.

FastFacts
Website: www.omnicare.com
Marketing contact: Amy Woltz
Title: Sr. Manager, Marketing
Phone: (888) 545-6664
E-mail: results@omnicare.com
Address:  201 East 4th Street, 900 Omnicare Center,
Cincinnati, OH 45202

Eligible properties:  n  CCRC      n  Skilled nursing     
n  Assisted living
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– Betsy Donovan, Eskaton Senior Living

TRUST

“PHARMERICA’S  
TRANSITIONAL CARE PROGRAMS  

ENSURE MEDICATION  

CONTINUITY, A CRITICAL SAFETY  

NET THAT HELPS US REDUCE  

READMISSIONS AND IMPROVE 

OUTCOMES.” 

PharMerica.com 

800.564.1640

Download the entire  

Betsy Donovan interview at  

PharMerica.com/client-success/donovan

Clients trust PharMerica to bring them innovative  

solutions that meet their evolving market challenges. 

Consulting pharmacist recommendations help you 

maintain a high quality of care and 5-Star ratings

Proactive transition of care programs that  

coordinate care and reduce hospital readmissions

Competitive and cost-effecitve pharmacy,  

clinical and cost containment services  

Let us show you why our innovative programs and 

services make PharMerica the right choice for your 

TRUSTED pharmacy services partner. 

Call or visit our website and let’s get started.



PharMerica
 
Company Profile

Your Long Term Care Pharmacy Experts. For more 
than 30 years, PharMerica has served the pharmaceutical 

needs of seniors in long-term care 
nursing facilities, assisted living 
facilities, hospitals, home, and other 
specialty centers nationwide. We 
currently operate 100+ pharmacy 

locations that fulfill medication requirements throughout 
the country. PharMerica has a singular focus on customer 
service, collaborating with our clients to develop products 
and services that help them provide quality care, 
control costs, and remain compliant with ever-changing 
regulations. Contact us to learn how a partnership with 
PharMerica can help you succeed.
 
Our Philosophy
At PharMerica, we continuously strive to bring value-
added pharmacy service to skilled nursing and long-
term care facilities, assisted living facilities, hospitals and 
other institutional care settings. We have a singular focus 
on customer service, collaborating with our clients to 
develop products and services that help them provide 
quality care, control costs, and remain compliant with 
ever-changing regulations.  

Changes in payment models, the ever growing impor-
tance of quality scores, and the increasing need to com-
pete for patient referrals mean that the future success 
of your business will rely more and more on having the 
right partner. 
 
Special Solutions We Offer
PharMerica’s pharmacy services help our customers 
differentiate their own performance in the ever 
competitive long-term care industry:
• Medication Availability 
 PharMerica ensures medications are ready when our 

customers need them through integrated operational 
approaches, including multiple daily deliveries, STAT 
deliveries, back-up pharmacy service and 24/7/365 
pharmacy availability. We even offer the most advanced 
on-site dispensing solution, RxNow,  that covers over 
80% of all emergent medication needs immediately. 

• Cost Containment 
 PharMerica’s cost containment tools are designed to 

optimize medication spending. Our multi-faceted 
approach drives lower cost through generic drug 
dispensing, therapeutic substitution to preferred 

formulary medications, consultant pharmacist rec-
ommendations and best-in-class methods to elimi-
nate non-covered charges. Each of PharMerica’s 
cost-containment programs is supported by savings 
reports, which are reviewed with customers during 
every quarterly business review. 

• Compliance and Education 
 PharMerica’s account managers, expert consultant 

pharmacists and nurse consultants work together to 
keep our customers compliant with ever-changing 
regulations. Our services are specifically designed to 
avoid F-Tags, and include med-pass observations, med 
room inspections, staff training and education, and 
even a full mock audit service to prepare a facility for 
survey. We also offer numerous nationally accredited 
educational opportunities, from online IV therapy 
training to nationwide educational symposia events, 
on topics essential to both nursing staff and adminis-
trators.

 
A Successful Partnership
Long-term care organizations must continually adapt 
to thrive in an environment defined by ever-changing 
regulations, care initiatives and payment models. With 
over 30 years’ experience in long-term care pharmacy, 
PharMerica has consistently evolved our own services 
to help our clients meet these challenges. Contact us 
today to learn how a partnership with PharMerica can 
help you succeed.

FastFacts
Website: www.pharmerica.com
Phone: (800) 564-1640
E-mail: info@pharmerica.com
Address:  1901 Campus Place 
Louisville, KY 40299
Headquartered in Louisville, Kentucky, PharMerica 
delivers over 40 million prescriptions a year to nursing 
facility customers nationwide, operates approximately 
120 institutional and specialty infusion pharmacies in 45 
states that serve over 300,000 licensed beds, and has 
approximately 6,000 employees nationwide. 
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Today seniors don’t just eat, they dine. Mealtime is a social event featuring fine food served in fine

locations with exceptional furniture in place. Kwalu dining tables and chairs create an elegant dining

experience, upscale and comfortable. Kwalu believes variety is the spice of life in food and in furniture. 

Kwalu is Designed to Last®.

877-MY-KWALU   kwalu.com

Dining Experience
Created by Kwalu

© Michael Lowry Photography
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